
 
Things you can expect from Rwanda safari packages as a travel enthusiast 

 
The country is one of the most visited regions in East Africa, eminent for its staggering scenes, 
various untamed lives, and rich social legacy. For movement fans, Rwanda offers a variety of 
safari packages that guarantee remarkable encounters. Whether you're a nature sweetheart, 
an experienced searcher, or a social pioneer, a Rwandan safari will take care of all your 
advantages. 
 
Gorilla Trekking  
 
The excitement of climbing through the mountains and the amazement of noticing these 
delicate goliaths in Rwanda safari packages unequaled. The recreation area is likewise home 
to brilliant monkeys, offering an extra primate experience for lovers. You can rely on expert 
guides in the trip.  
 
Wildlife Viewing in Akagera Public Park 
 
The packages here commonly incorporate game drives where you can detect the "Huge Five" 
- lions, panthers, elephants, rhinos, and bison. The recreation area is overflowing with other 
untamed life like giraffes, zebras, hippos, and various pronghorn species. Bird watchers will 
be glad by the presence of north of 500 bird species, making Akagera a birding heaven. It is 
crucial to consult with experienced travel experts for an immersive tour experience. Choose 
a travel agency after reading reviews.  
 
Chimpanzee Tracking in Nyungwe Timberland Public Park 
 
For those inspired by primates past gorillas, Nyungwe Woods Public Park offers thrilling 
chimpanzee-tracking encounters. This old rainforest is one of Africa's most established and 
most biodiverse, home to a critical populace of chimpanzees. Journeying across the lavish, 
thick backwoods looking for these energetic primates is both testing and fulfilling. Nyungwe 
likewise has different primates, including colobus monkeys and L'Hoest's monkeys, adding to 
the extravagance of the experience. Follow the instructions of a local guide to enjoy the tour.  
 
Canopy Walks and Hiking 
 
Nyungwe Woods Public Park offers something beyond primate following. The recreation area 
is well known for its covering walk, a 200-meter-extended engineered overpass that offers 
stunning perspectives on the woodland from a higher place. Strolling amid the treetops gives 
a special viewpoint of the rainforest's greenery. Also, Nyungwe has many climbing trails, 
taking special care of various degrees of trouble and interests. These paths take you through 
lovely scenes, cascades, and picturesque perspectives. You can club the experience with 
immersive wolf tours in Rwanda. 
 
Social Encounters and Local Area Commitment 

https://goldenrwanda.com/booking/12-days-rwanda-gorilla-trekking-safaris-adventure/


 
Rwanda's safari packages frequently consolidate social encounters that permit you to 
interface with the local networks. Visiting the Iby'Iwacu Social Town close to Volcanoes Public 
Park offers an understanding of the conventional lifestyle of the Rwandan public. Here, you 
can participate in exercises like customary dance, drumming, and art making. These social 
collaborations enhance your movement experience and help the local area-based travel 
industry, adding to the nearby economy. 
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